An elastic layer, or plate, immersed in a fluid possesses planewave reflection and transmission properties which are related to the propagation characteristics of guided waves in the layer.
If the fluid density is much less than that of the plate, this relationship amounts to a correspondence and has been used to deduce the velocity dispersion of Lamb waves in numerous studies of ultrasonic reflection [1] [2] [3] . Under conditions of heavy fluid loading (~, when the ratio of fluid to solid density approaches or exceeds unity), the fluid begins to play a decisive role in controlling both the propagation and reflection characteristics of waves in the immersed plate. A vivid illustration of this behavior is seen in the locus of curves determined by the transmission maxima (reflection coefficient zeroes) for a graphiteepoxy composite plate immersed in water.
It has been shown through both measurement and calculation [4, 5] that for certain values of incident angle and frequency, the total transmission loci in this case correspond neither to the Lamb waves in vacuum nor to the leaky guided waves in the fluid-coupled plate.
This finding motivated us to consider more closely the influence of the fluid on plate wave propagation in those cases where the fluid/ solid density ratio p approaches and exceeds unity [6] . For p equal to zero we have the Lamb wave case. (We reserve the term "Lamb waves" for normal modes of an isotropic elastic plate in vacuum.) At the opposite extreme in fluid density, the plate is constrained by the fluid to zero vertical surface displacement with in-plane slip. We have found that normal modes of the fluid-coupled plate are modified continuously, but with rapid transformations in certain ranges of p, from one limiting behavior to the other. The purpose of the present investigation is the elucidation of reflection coefficient behavior under the variation of p and discussion of the differences between leaky plate modes (poles of the reflection coefficient) and the loci of the reflection coefficient zeroes (total transmission) .
Following the initial work on reflection from a fluid-coupled plate [l-3] , Plana~ [7] dispersion for the case of p near one leads to behavior rather different from that predicted for Lamb modes in vacuum.
In a more detailed theoretical discussion, Pitts, et_al [8] showed that the real parts of the two complex fundamental plate poles (S 0 and A 0 modes) depart, in a narrow range of frequency-thickness product fd, from their corresponding zeroes. Moreover, beyond this range of fd the zeroes leave the real axis. Fiorito et_al [9] have employed the resonance scattering formalism to this case. They also reviewed Schoch's work and remarked on the distinction between the fluid-coupled plate poles and zeroes and the free plate poles. Our own recent work [6] extends these earlier studies to provide a full exposition of the character and transformation of the plate wave poles under fluid loading.
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT BEHAVIOR AT INTERMEDIATE FLUID DENSITY
We expect from the form of the reflection coefficient (RC) that variations in the fluid density will affect the loci of the RC zeroes (total transmission) somewhat differently from the fluid-coupled plate wave modes.
In our earlier notation [5] the reflection coefficient is
where A and S are antisymmetric and symmetric Lamb wave terms, and Y contains the effect of the fluid. For isotropic materials, these are
Here, a\ 3 = V 2 /r 1 ,t-l, ~1= !;da/2, and !; = ro/V, where V is the plate mode wavespeed, V 1 and Vt are the longitudinal and transverse bulk wavespeeds, respectively. Also, !; is the plate wavevector, d is the plate thickness, and ro is the circular frequency 2xf. Let us define a 2 f= v2/V 2 f-l and note that P/Ps is the normalized density p.
It will be convenient for later analysis if the numerator of Eq (1) is expressed in a slightly different form.
Substituting from Eqs (2) and (4) into Eq (1), collecting terms, and completing a square on the tangent functions, The zeroes of expression (3) will give the RC zero spectrum, whereas the zeroes of each individual term in the denominator of Eq (1) lead to the corresponding fluid-coupled symmetric or antisymmetric plate wave modes. The first term on the right in Eq (4) is just the Rayleigh expression which, when set equal to zero, gives the characteristic equation for Rayleigh surface waves. The second term is a contribution from the presence of the bottom surface of the plate. Accordingly, it contains all the periodic functions. The fluid term Y 2 can be a perturbation or can dominate depending on the fluid density.
The first noticeable departure of the RC zeroes from the Lamb wave (or free plate) poles occurs in the vicinity of the Rayleigh surface wave velocity Vr and involves the two fundamental modes, as suggested by Pitts, ~ al [8] , and later confirmed experimentally [4] in composite plates. Figure 1 summarizes this behavior. The solid curves are the Lamb modes, or the RC zeroes for vanishingly small fluid density. Here, and in subsequent plots, we express the angle of an acoustic·wave incident upon the plate from the fluid by its corresponding trace velocity along the plate surface. Superimposed upon these results are dashed curves indicating loci of the RC zeroes for p=0.96.
Instead of approaching the Rayleigh wavespeed asymptotically, as expected for the modes of the free plate, the two curves for the fundamental A 0 and S 0 modes join and cross Vr at finite fd. This behavior arises from the same origins as the fluid-induced transformations we have predicted in the fluid-coupled plate wave mode spectrum [6] . Namely, it is due to the exchange among branches of the RC zero spectrum. With increasing p, these curves are further distorted and eventually disappear altogether.
The form of the RC numerator as expressed in Eq (4) suggests that an approximate relation for the intersection of the joined curves with the Rayleigh velocity can be derived. If we now assume that p is not too large, the crossing value of fd at the Rayleigh wavespeed will be relatively high, and we may approximate the sinusoidal terms in Eq (4), and seeking the condition of the RC zero gives (5) where sixth order terms in exp(~) have been neglected. We note that at V=Vr the first term in parentheses vanishes by definition, since it is just the square of the Rayleigh equation. We now recognize that exp(-2~3 ) will dominate over the corresponding term for ~1 • With this further approximation and solving for the critical value of fd finally yields ( 6) where the right hand side of Eq (6) is actually positive since the argument of the log is much less than one. A plot of the variation of Eq (6) with p is shown in Fig 2 for aluminum and graphite-epoxy composite. The discrete points are the result of direct numerical calculation of the exact RC under the same conditions. So long as p is not too large (implying small fd), the agreement is quite good. A large decrease in the crossing value of fd is seen for small fluid densities, followed by a more gradual dependence. Even in aluminum at water density, the effect is measurable with sensitive instruments. For graphite-epoxy in water, the dashed curve at lower left, it dominates the RC zero spectrum behavior near the Rayleigh wavespeed. 
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MODIFICATION OF TOTAL TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM
At yet higher values of p the RC zeroes become complex above about the longitudinal wavespeed, as seen in Fig 3(a) for p=l.48, where the complex segments are denoted by dashed lines. The remnants of the two fundamental curves at the lower left are disappearing rapidly with increasing p. In Fig 3(b) the effects of a spectrum transformation are visible for trace velocities between 6.5 and 8.5 km/sec. In this range some zeroes have left the real axis as a result of an exchange among branches of the transmission spectrum, and others have vanished altogether, leaving only minima in their place. These transformations will be detailed below. The real parts of the complex zeroes are indicated on Fig 3(b) as dashed curves, and the minima are denoted by chain curves. •/
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Characteristic curves (reflection coefficient zeroes) for increasing density ratio p; (a) 1. 48, (b) 2.22.
Increasing fluid density continues to deform the RC zero spectrum and expand the range of the complex zeroes. Eventually, new curves appear at p=6. These new curves converge with the remnants of the Lamb-like zeroes, below the longitudinal wavespeed of 6.31 km/sec, to suggest the total transmission spectrum of the plate with mixed boundary conditions. In Fig 3(c) at p=l8.5 this transformation is nearly complete. It should be borne in mind, however, that for increasing p the width in fd or Vtr of the RC zeroes vanishes, implying that a shrinking proportion of the energy of a finite beam will appear at the opposite surface of the plate.
To see how these transformations occur, we examine separately the real and imaginary parts of the complex RC zero spectrum.
In Fig  4(a) are collected the branches of the spectrum for p=2.22, just after the transformation occurring between Figs 3(a) and 3(b) . Several additional curves are apparent. There is one leaving the joined segments of the fundamental branches to the right, and there are two connecting to higher order branches above 6.0 km/sec. These curves, which are not found in searches confined to the real axis, are present to satisfy continuity requirements on analytic functions on the complex plane. They are a consequence of the conservation of the number of roots of the RC numerator. The upper portion of the originally separated branches now forms a loop extending to higher trace velocity, while at the same time the lower branch also forms an open loop to the right, accompanied by a double-valued complex branch whose real part is shown curving sharply toward zero. The imaginary part of this region of the spectrum is shown in Fig 4(b) . For most branches, the imaginary part is zero.
The exceptions are the labeled curve segments in Fig  4(b) and the corresponding branches in Fig 4(a) . A similar transformation occurs at larger p in the curve segment denoted by (c) in Fig 4(b) and in successive higher order branches at still more elevated fluid density.
-j' A different representation of these results can be seen in the following numerical simulation. Here, the mode Qlld zero spectral transformations are depicted in a plot of the fluid density versus vtr' holding the value of the complementary variable fd constant. These figures show the transformation of a few of the lower order zero branches. On the Vtr axis pf~O, and the RC zeroes coincide with the real parts of their corresponding poles. As the fluid density increases, the zeroes either change character or vanish, and new zero branches may appear. Moreover, the modes behave quite differently from their corresponding zeroes in the intermediate density region, but must approach a zero of the new characteristic function for the mixed boundary conditions at high p. -------,---..--.~------.------- 
